HISTORICAL: GLO Pg. 54

Condition:
- Found: 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap BK5 P. 160
- Found: 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap

References:
- N 42° 30' W 23° Bk. 5 P. 160
- N 48° 30' E 2127 Bk. 5 P. 160

These were destroyed in mining operation prior to their destruction. McNutt tied off the corner. After construction, reset the corner from his ties & made new def. None listed on page 2.

Comments:

Concrete around found 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap

Set by: RS 608

84" Hat Section South

58'-59'

New Accessory:

RS 608

Comments: This corner is located 500' east of a slough 40' wide and 10' north of the toe of the dike on the south side of the little Nestucca River.

In the presence of: Gale Arthur, Dan McNutt

Date: 2-75

C.S. = County corner tag affixed.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY REFERENCE

HISTORICAL:

CONDITION FOUND:

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS 2 OF 2

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE W 3" BRASS CAP FROM RMS T RESET IN THE FIELD

SOUTH OF THE DIRE

84 4TH SECTION

SOUTH 12 FT.

NEW ACCESSORY:

1976

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER AND RMS WERE REMOVED AND LATER RESET DUE TO CONSTRUCTION ON DIRE. ALSO SEE FIELD NOTES T5S R10W AND RE/WIT-CARD #2.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCNUTT GALE ARTHUR

DATE: 10-76 PHOTO #: 0000

* = County corner tag affixed.